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POLA CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC. received for the first time 
the Best Presentation Award 

at the 77th SCCJ Research Symposium 
 

POLA CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC. (Headquarters: Yokohama, Kanagawa, JAPAN; President: 
Takao Miura) of the POLA ORBIS Group picked up the Best Presentation Award at the 77

th
 Society of 

Cosmetic Chemists of Japan (SCCJ; http://sccj-ifscc.com/), Research Symposium held on November 
27, 2015. 

The SCCJ Research Symposium Best Presentation Award aims to further develop and stimulate 
research in cosmetic-related fields and was newly created by the SCCJ as of the 76

th
 Research 

Symposium. Awarded to the researcher with the best presentation content, delivery, and Q&A session, 
our presentation topped the field among 22 research offerings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

●Summary of winning presentation 

■Title: Influence of facial movement and viewpoints on age perception  
 

Presented by: Motonori Kurosumi
1
, Koji Mizukoshi

1
, Maya Hongo

1
, Jiro Yabuzaki

1
,  

Miyuki G. Kamachi
2
 

1
Skin Research Department, POLA CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

 

2
Department of Information Design, Faculty of Informatics, Kogakuin University 

■ Summary 
Researchers investigating how people judge age based on appearance usually use still pictures 

such as photographs and images that show the neutral face taken directly from the front. However, 
during actual daily life, the human face is not usually seen only from the front, but from various angles 
such as from the side and diagonally from below. We also wondered whether facial skin movement 
and the expressions made while talking also provide information on one’s age. This study is the first 
ever to search for the real reasons behind how we judge people to be a particular age under 
conditions that reflect actual daily life. 

We conducted experiments with Japanese women to investigate how facial skin movement and the 
angle from which the face is viewed affect perceived age and obtained the following findings. 
1) People look younger when viewed from angles other than directly from the front. 
2) People in their 40s and above look older due to the movement of the skin when facial expressions 

are made. 
Tracking the gaze of participants while they judged an individual’s age revealed the following finding.  

3) When judging age, the gaze of the participants moved to the cheeks as well as other parts of the 
face. 

These findings indicate a high possibility that in our actual daily lives, we judge other people’s ages 
based on the angle from which we are looking at their faces, the movement of their skin when they 
make expressions, and their cheeks. This suggests the existence of new signs of aging in addition to 
commonly known signs such as wrinkles and sagging skin. 

We plan to conduct further research to clarify the skin properties and mechanisms that contribute to 
making people look old. 

Winner of                                                
the Best Presentation Award: 
Researcher Motonori Kurosumi 
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